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Recommendation systems are widely used in e-commerce applications. The 
engine of a current recommendation system recommends items to a particular user based 
on user preferences and previous high ratings. Various recommendation schemes such as 
collaborative filtering and content-based approaches are used to build a recommendation 
system. Most of current recommendation systems were developed to fit a certain domain 
such as books, articles, and movies. We propose a hybrid framework recommendation 
system to be applied on two dimensional spaces (User × Item) with a large number of 
users and a small number of items. Moreover, our proposed framework makes use of 
both favorite and non-favorite items of a particular user. The proposed framework is 
built upon the integration of association rules mining and the content-based approach. 
The results of experiments show that our proposed framework can provide accurate 
recommendations to users. 
 
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Today, most companies and corporations around the world use technology
solutions for their work and business environment. Those organizations implement
computer systems to deal with their business transactions. For example, banks and
financial institutions allow their clients to make financial transactions such as making
payments and transferring money through the World Wide Web. In addition, retail stores
such as Wal-Mart use electronic devices to scan items that customers purchase, and all
transactions’ information are stored in the database. Amazon allows the customers to buy
and sell their books and other items through its website, and customers can provide
feedback in the form of ratings or comments. All the feedback that is provided by the
customers is also stored in the database. A huge amount of this data is stored in data
warehouses. Another example is Netflix, which allows the customers to rate the movies
that they watch, and the feedback information is stored. The databases and data
warehouses of such companies and corporations contain huge amounts of data. Analysis
of this huge amount of data to gain useful information is a significant matter.
In places such as Amazon and Netflix, analyzing the feedback data like ratings
provides useful information for those companies and their customers at the same time. For
example, Netflix analyzes the movie ratings of customers in certain ways to recommend
other movies [10]. Also, Amazon can study a customer’s profile and analyze the feedback
that the customer provides in order to recommend books and other items to him or her. All
1
of these kinds of recommendations are done by what is called recommendation systems.
The goal of recommendation systems is to suggest items to a particular user. A
user and an item are the basic entities that appear in a recommendation system. A user is a
person who utilizes the recommender system providing her/ his opinion (i.e. rating) about
various items. Then, a user receives recommendations about new items from the system
based on her/his opinion [4]. The task of recommendation systems is to predict the ratings
of the items that the user has not seen or ranked before [5]. Based on that predicated
rating, the recommendation system will be able to recommend other items to the user [5].
There are different approaches to recommendation systems that are used to serve
in different contexts based on system needs [33]. The content-based approach deals with
item profiles and user profiles, and it is designed to recommend text-based items [5]. The
collaborative filtering approach is widely used in commercial areas. Amazon uses the
collaborative filtering approach to recommend books and other products to its customers
[5]. Recommendation systems based on collaborative filtering recommend items to a
particular user based on the similar items that have been rated by some other users, and
the target user and the other users share the same preferences of items or products [5]. The
demographic approach recommender systems use demographic information such as the
gender, age, and date of birth of respective users in order to recommend items [1]. The
hybrid approach has been introduced to go over the limitations and drawbacks of the other
recommendation systems approaches [5]. The hybrid approach combines two or more
recommendation systems approaches together to eliminate the limitations of pure
approaches [7]. Several studies show that hybrid approaches can provide more accurate
recommendations than other approaches [5].
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On the other hand, data mining techniques such as finding association rules and
frequent patterns are used widely to analyze customer buying behavior [9]. For example,
finding association rules and frequent itemsets are used by retailers to do market basket
analysis to discover the buying habits of the customers to develop marketing strategies [9].
Recently, association rules mining has been extended to be used in recommendation
systems. For example, Bendakir and Ameur have proposed a course recommendation
system based on association rules [15]. Also, Xizheng has proposed a personalized
recommendation system using association rule mining and classification in e-commerce
[11].
Our work is to combine association rules mining and content-based approach to
provide a framework of a hybrid recommendation system on two dimensional spaces
(User × Item). We use the training and test datasets of MovieLens that is provided by
GroupLens Research [12]. In addition, we use WEKA software [13] to generate
association rules and do the data mining tasks that are required to implement and test the
propsed framework.
1.2 Motivations
The Apriori algorithm requires scanning the database every time it generates the
candidate itemsets in order to build the association rules [9]. This issue affects the
performance of the Apriori algorithm and causes scalability problems, especially when the
transactions in the database are large in number. In e-commerce applications of
recommendation systems, the size of the (User × Item) matrix is big, and in most
3
commercial recommendation systems this matrix suffers from the sparsity problem which
means there is a substantial number of items in the systems have not yet been rated. Thus,
applying the Apriori algorithm to a sparse matrix can lead to irrelevant information and
can cause poor recommendations to the target user.
Our proposed hybrid framework is to apply the Apriori algorithm on two
dimensional spaces (User × Item) with a large number of users and a small number of
items. For example, in course recommendation systems, we have a large number of
students and a limited number of courses. Also, in vacation recommendation systems,
there are many tourists and some excellent destinations (we assume for example the
tourists destinations are in a particular county such as the United States or European
countries). Another example is restaurant recommendation systems in a city or town. In
this kind of system, the data in the (User × Item) matrix is much less sparse than in
movie or book recommendation systems. Also, the (User × Item) matrix is not big, so
the performance of the Apriori algorithm will be more effective than other systems with a
large (User × Item) matrix.
Moreover, most current recommendation systems consider the items that have
been rated highly by the users and recommend similar items to the target user. The current
recommendation systems focus on items that are liked by the user and, most of the time,
discard the items that the user did not like. The assumption in our work here is: Even if a
user did not like an action movie that she/ he watched, our system may still recommend
another action movie to the user.
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1.3 Our Approach
Our approach is divided into the following steps:
• The first step is to apply the Apriori algorithm to a (User × Item) matrix to
generate the association rules.
• The second step is to divide the items that have been rated by users into two
categories: Favorite Items and Non-Favorite Items.
• The third step is to use the generated association rules to discover the frequent
itemsets of Favorite Items set and find the correlations among those items to
recommend new items to a target user.
• The last step is to apply the content based approach into Non-Favorite Items set to
recommend some new items to a target user.
1.4 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 is the background and related work, and it provides necessary
concepts, methods, and algorithms of association rules mining and recommendation
systems. Chapter 3 presents our approach in details, and it illustrates our proposed
algorithm. Chapter 4 shows the experiments results of our proposed algorithm. Finally,
the conclusion and the future work are presented in chapter 5.
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Background and Related Work
2.1 Mining Frequent Patterns and Association Rules
Frequent patterns can be defined as patterns that appear frequently in the data set
[9]. A set of items such as bread, butter, and milk that occur frequently together in a
transaction is called frequent itemset [9]. Mining in a frequent itemset allows us to
discover the associations and correlations among items in large transactional data sets [9].
For example, many retail stores collect and store huge amounts of data in their databases.
These amounts of data can be mined to discover interesting correlation relationships
among these database’s records that can help the business managers to make decision such
as cross-marketing, customer buying behavior analysis, and catalog design [9].
2.1.1 Association Rules
Let I = {I1, I2, I3, ......, Im} be a set of items [9]. Let D be a set of transaction in
a database where each transaction T is a set of items such that T ⊆ I [9]. Each transaction
in the database is associated with an identifier TID , and let A be a set of items [9]. A
transaction T contains A if and only if A ⊆ T [9]. An association rule is an implication of
the form A⇒ B, where A ⊂ I , B ⊂ I , and A ∩ B = ∅ [9]. The rule A⇒ B holds in the
set of database transactions D with support s, where s is the percentage of transactions in
D that contain A ∪ B which means the probability P (A ∪ B) indicates that a transaction
contains the union of set A and set B [9]. In addition, the confidence c of the rule A⇒ B
in the transaction set D is the percentage of transaction in D that containing A that also
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containing B too which means the conditional probability P (B | A) [9]. Therefore, the
rules that satisfy both a minimum support threshold and a minimum confidence threshold
are called strong association rules [9].
The confidence c of rule A⇒ B can be derived from the support count (the
number of transactions that contain the itemset) of A and A ∪ B as is shown by the
following equation [9]:
confidence(A⇒ B) = P (B|A) = support(A ∪B)
support(A)
=
support− count(A ∪B)
support− count(A)
(2.1)
In general, finding all frequent itemsets and generate strong association rules are
the main process of association rule mining [9].
2.1.2 The Apriori Algorithm
The Apriori algorithm is a well-known algorithm that is used for mining
frequent itemsets for Boolean association rules [9]. It is an algorithm for efficient
association rule discovery [24]. The algorithm was proposed by R. Agrawal and R.
Srikant in 1994 [9]. The approach that is used in the the Apriori algorithm is known as a
level-wise search, where k-itemsets are used to explore (k+1)-itemsets [9].
In order to generate the association rules, the set of one frequent itemsets can be
found by scanning the database to accumulate the count for each item in the transactions;
then, the algorithm collects the items that satisfy the minimum support [9]. The resulting
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set is denoted L1 [9]. Next, L1 is used to find L2, which is the set of two frequent itemsets.
Also, it is used to find L3, and so on, until no more frequent k-itemsets can be found [9].
Finding each Lk is expensive work; it requires one full scan of the database [9]. Thus, the
generation of candidate sets is costly in the Apriori algorithm [25]. The joint step is
required to find Lk [9]. A set of candidate k-itemsets can be generated by joining Lk − 1
with itself [9]. This set of candidates is denoted Ck [9].
To illustrate the Apriori algorithm, let us assume that we have these five
transactions in the database [9]:
Table 2.1: The transactions in the database
TID items− bought
T100 {M,O,N,K,E, Y }
T200 {D,O,N,K,E, Y }
T300 {M,A,K,E}
T400 {M,U,C,K, Y }
T500 {C,O,O,K, I, E}
TID is the transaction ID and items− bought are the items that are bought by the
customers.
We use the Apriori algorithm to find frequent itemsets and generate the
association rules that satisfy the minimum support s which is 60% and minimum
confidence c which is 80%.
First, we generate all the candidates of one itemset C1 as shown in the Table 2.2:
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Table 2.2: The candidates of one itemset C1
Item SupportCount
A 1
C 2
D 1
E 4
I 1
K 5
M 3
N 2
O 3
U 1
Y 3
Next, we remove the items that do not satisfy the support count. Table 2.3 shows the
frequent one itemset L1:
Table 2.3: The frequent one itemset L1
Item SupportCount
E 4
K 5
M 3
O 3
Y 3
Next, we get all the candidates of two itemsets C2 by applying the joint operation on L1
(C2 = L1  L1). Then, we remove the itemsets that do not satisfy the support count as
shown in Table 2.4:
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Table 2.4: The frequent two itemset L2
Item SupportCount
E,K 4
E,O 3
E,O 3
K,M 3
K,O 3
K,Y 3
Then, we do the joint operation again on L2 to get C3:
C3 = L2  L2
= {{E,K}, {E,O}, {K,M}, {K,O}, {K,Y }}
{{E,K}, {E,O}, {K,M}, {K,O}, {K,Y }}
= {{E,K,O}, {K,M, Y }}
Next, we look for the subsets that are frequent:
{E,K,O}:
• {E,K} is frequent
• {E,O} is frequent
• {K,O} is frequent
{K,M, Y }:
• {K,M} is frequent
• {K,Y} is frequent
• {M,Y} is NOT frequent
We remove {K,M, Y } since it contains a subset that is not a frequent itemset.
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The frequent three itemsets L3 is showing in the Table 2.5:
Table 2.5: The frequent three itemsets L3
Item SupportCount
E,K,O 3
Since the L3 contains only one set, we cannot do the joint operation on L3. Thus, C4 = ∅,
so we stop.
Then, we can list the association rules for example in the form of:
buy(X, item1)buy(X, item2)⇒ buy(X, item3) with its support s and confidence c as
shown in Table 2.6:
Table 2.6: Association rules
Item Support Confidence
E,K ⇒ O 3/5 = 60% 3/4 = 75%
E,O ⇒ K 3/5 = 60% 3/3 = 100%
K,O ⇒ E 3/5 = 60% 3/3 = 100%
Finally, we list the strong association rules that satisfy the minimum support s
which is 60% and the minimum confidence c which is 80%. Table 2.7 shows the strong
association rules:
Table 2.7: The strong association rules
Rule
E,O ⇒ K
K,O ⇒ E
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2.2 Recommendation: Concepts and Approaches
Recommendation systems are widely used in e-commerce applications. They
attempt to predict unrated items for a particular user [5]. So, upon the predicted ratings,
the system will be able to recommend items to the users. Many corporations such as
Amazon and Netflix use recommendation systems to recommend items or products to
their customers [5].
This section reviews the basic concepts and approaches of recommendation
systems. The approaches include content-based, collaborative filtering, demographic, and
hybrid approaches. The limitations of the current recommendation approaches are also
described in this section.
2.2.1 Basic Concepts
To provide more formal definition of recommendation systems, let U be a set of
all possible users, and let I be a set of all possible items [5]. In many e-commerce
applications, the space U and I can be very large. Let f be a utility function that measures
the usefulness of an item i to a user u such as U × I → R where R is an ordered set of
non-negative integers or real numbers [5]. Then, for each user u ∈ U , we want to choose
an item iu ∈ I to maximize the user’s utility as shown below[5]:
∀u ∈ U, iu = arg max f(u, i) (2.2)
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In the context of recommendation systems, the utility of an item is usually
represented by a rating. For example, James gave the movie Spider Man a rating of 4 (out
of 5) [5]. Basically, the utility of an item indicates how a particular user liked a particular
item [5]. Table 2.8 shows an example of (User × Item) rating matrix:
Table 2.8: A (User × Item) rating matrix
User/Item SpiderMan DieHard I DieHard II TheF light BadBoys II
James 5 7 6 2 φ
Jessica 2 φ 5 φ 9
John 7 φ 3 5 1
Zack 4 6 10 φ φ
Sara φ 7 8 3 φ
The table above shows the ratings for each movie that the users have watched
(out of 10). φ indicates the movie has not been rated yet by the user. Therefore, the goal of
recommendation systems is to predict unrated items [5]. Based on that predicated ratings,
the recommendation systems will be able to select some items with highest predicted
ratings and recommend them to the user [5].
2.2.2 Content-Based Approaches
In content-based recommendation systems, the user rates the items, and the
recommender system should understand the common characteristics among the items that
the user has rated in the past [5]. The system then recommends the items that have a high
degree of similarity to the user’s preferences and tastes [5]. For example, in a movie
recommendation system, a content-based approach tries to understand the common
characteristics such as actors, directors, genres, etc among the movies that the user has
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given high ratings in the past [5]. Then, the system recommends the movies that have a
high degree of similarity to the user’s preferences [5].
A content-based approach usually deals with item profile ItemProfile(i) and
user profile UserProfile(u) [5].
ItemProfile(i) is a profile containing a set of attributes that describes an item i
[5]. These attributes or features are extracted from the item’s content, and the content of
an item i usually is described with keywords [5]. UserProfile(u) is a profile of a user u,
and it contains the preferences of this user [5]. UserProfile(u) can be defined as a vector
of weights (wi1, wi2, ..., wik), where each weight wui represents the importance of the
keyword ki to the user u [5]. Then, the utility function f(u, i) can be defined as [5]:
f(u, i) = score(ItemProfile(i), UserProfile(u))
The utility function f(u, i) is represented in the information retrieval literature
by a scoring heuristic that is defined in terms of vectors ~wu and ~wi, and the scoring for
example can be computed by cosine similarity measure [5]. Below, we provide more
details about the item and user profiles, and how we measure and compute the keyword
weight and weights vector.
Item Profile:
The items that can be recommended to the user by the system are represented by
a set of attributes or features [6]. For example, in movie recommendation systems, each
movie can be described by some features or attributes such as directors, actors, and
genres, etc [6].
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Content-based approaches are designed to recommend text-based items [5].
Techniques from information retrieval are used to specify the content (keywords) [5].
Measure for Specifying Keyword Weight:
The term frequency/inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) measure is one of the
best measures used for specifying keyword weight [5]. This measure is defined as follows:
let N be the total number of documents that can be recommended to the users, and let ki
be the keyword that appears in ni of the documents [5]. Also, let fi,j be the number of
times the keyword ki appears in the document dj [5]. Then, TFi,j the term frequency of
keyword ki in document dj is defined as [5]:
TFi,j =
fi,j
maxzfz,j
(2.3)
The inverse document frequency for keyword ki is defined as [5]:
IDFi = log
N
ni
(2.4)
Then, the TF-IDF weight for keyword ki in document dj is defined as [5]:
Wi,j = TFi,j ×IDFi (2.5)
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The content of document dj is defined as [5]:
Content(dj) = (w1j, w2j, ......, wkj)
User Profile:
In a content-based recommendation system, a user profile contains the user’s
preferences of items [5]. A user profile can be obtained by analyzing the content of all
rated items [5]. Specifically, this profile is constructed by using the content (keyword) that
has been analyzed using the methods that are mentioned in the item profile section [37].
Each item in the user’s profile has a weight that denotes the importance of keyword ki to
the user [5]. This weight can be computed using average approach through a variety of
techniques such as Rocchio algorithm, Bayesian classifier, Winnow algorithm, and cosine
similarity measure [5].
A Bayesian classifier can be used to classify unrated items into two classes C1
(relevant) or C2 (irrelevant) [38]. For example, in an article recommendation system using
a content approach, the user profile contains preferences of the user such as the user is
interested in business articles. These articles have terms such as market, stock, business,
money, etc. The system computes the weight of the terms using methods that are
mentioned in the item profile section. Each article is represented as a vector, and each
vector contains such terms with their respective weights. In order to recommend an article
to the user, the system uses the similarity measure such as cosine similarity or
classification techniques such as Naı¨ve Bayesian classifier to recommend an article with
high weight to the user [5]. Naı¨ve Bayesian classifier is used to estimate the probability
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that an article belongs to a certain class C1 (relevant) or C2 (irrelevant) by giving a set of
keywords k1,j , ...., kn,j for that article[5]:
P (Ci|k1,j , ...., kn,j ) (2.6)
Experimental results show that the Naı¨ve Bayesian classifier provides a highly accurate
classification [5].
Limitations of Content-Based Approaches:
• Over-Specialization: A content-based approach tends to recommend items that are
similar to the items rated before by the same user [5]. For example, a user who is
interested in business articles will hardly receive a recommendation for an article in
sports or technology [27].
• New User Problem: When a new user enters the system, she/he has no user profile
and there are no rated items yet. Thus, the system will not be able to provide
accurate recommendations [5].
2.2.3 Collaborative Filtering Approaches
Collaborative filtering approaches are widely used in e-commerce [39]. They
have been successful in many e-commerce applications such as Amazon and Netflix [23].
It is a popular technique used to reduce information overload [23]. Amazon recommends
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books to their customers using the collaborative filtering approach [5]. A recommendation
system based on collaborative filtering recommends items to a particular user based on the
similar items that have been rated by some other users [5]. The system finds items for
other users that have similar preferences as a query user [5]. For example, in movie
recommendation systems that are based on the collaborative filtering approach, the system
finds a group of users that have similar preferences as a query user. Then, the system
recommends the movies that they have rated highly in the past by those users to the target
user [5].
Collaborative filtering approaches are grouped into two general categories [5]:
• Memory-based approaches: They use the entire collection of the rated items in
order to make recommendations or predictions [5].
• Model-based approaches: They allow systems to learn to recognize patterns in the
data sets in order to make recommendations or predictions [8].
Memory-Based Approaches:
In a memory-based approach, it is important to measure the similarities between
users or items [8]. There are many different similarity measures that are used to compute
the similarities between users or items [8]. For example, the Pearson correlation measures
[5]:
sim(a, b) =
∑
s∈Sab(ra,s−r¯a)(rb,s−r¯b)√∑
s∈Sab(ra,s−r¯a)2
√∑
s∈Sab(rb,s−r¯b)2
, (2.7)
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where a and b are the users, Sab is the set of all items co-rated by both users a and b, and
r¯a is the average rating of the related rated items of the ath user.
Cosine measure is also widely used to compute the similarity between items [8]:
wi,j = cos(~i,~j) =
~i.~j
‖~i‖ ∗ ‖~j‖ (2.8)
After computing the similarities between users or items, and in order to provide
recommendations or predictions, computation methods of recommendations or predictions
must be used such as Weighted Sum of Others’ Ratings and Simple Weighted Average [8].
Then, the popular algorithm K-Nearest Neighbors is applied to get a subset of
nearest neighbors of the target user based on the similarity that is computed using the
above methods [8]. Finally, Top N recommendations are provided to the target user [8].
Model-Based Approaches:
In model-based approaches, classification, clustering, and regression algorithms
can be used [8]. For example, the Bayesian classification and K-Means clustering
algorithm are used in model based of collaborative filtering approach [8].
Limitation of Collaborative Filtering Approaches:
• New User Problem: Collaborative filtering has the same problem as the
content-based approach which is new users entering the system [5]. In order to
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make recommendations to a user, the system needs to know the user’s preferences
from the ratings that the user makes [5]. Since the user is new in the system, she/he
has not rated items yet. Thus, the system will not be able to provide accurate
recommendations [5].
• New Item Problem: The systems should contain rated items in order to recommend
some items to the users. When a new item enters the systems, the item has not rated
by users yet. Therefore, the systems will not be able to recommend it to the users
[5].
• Sparsity: Sparsity is a major problem for collaborative filtering approach [28]. The
total number of ratings is important in the recommendation system. In order to
provide accurate recommendations by the recommendation systems, sufficient
number of ratings should exist in the systems [5]. For example, in movie
recommendation systems, there are many movies that have been rated by only a few
people [5]. The systems will rarely recommend these movies [5]. The utility matrix
(User × Item) that is used in the collaborative filtering approach will be sparse
[36]. Thus, providing accurate recommendations is challenging [8].
• Scalability: In many practical collaborative filtering recommendation systems, the
number of users and items increase rapidly in the system [8]. Therefore, the system
needs to provide more and complicated computational process, and this leads the
computational resources going beyond the acceptable levels [40].
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2.2.4 Demographic Based Approach
A demographic-based recommender system recommends items to the user based
on the user’s demographic information such as gender, age, and date of birth [1]. The
demographic approach puts the users into groups based on their demographic
characteristics [1]. For example, the system will put the users who belong to a certain zip
code into one group. Also, the users of ages ranging from 18 to 25 years-old will be in one
group. The recommendation systems based on demographic approaches assume that the
users in the same group or category share the same interests and preferences [1]. The
demographic system tracks the buying or rating behavior of the users within the same
group or category [29]. If there is a new user entering the system, the system first will
place the user into a particular group based on the user’s demographic information. Then,
the system will recommend products or items to the user based on the buying or rating
behavior of the other users in the group [2].
An early example of a recommendation system based on demographic
information was Grundy [17]. The purpose of the system is to recommend books to
library visitors based on their personal information that is gathered from them through an
interactive dialogue [17]. Another recent example of a recommendation system based on
demographic groups is LIFESTYLE FINDER [18]. The system uses demographic groups
from marketing research to recommend a range of products and services, and it gathers
the data from users through a short survey [17].The advantage of the demographic based
approach is: the system does not require maintaining a history of user ratings like in
content based and collaborative filtering approaches [17].
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There are some limitations of the demographic-based approach. The first
limitation that the demographic system suffers from is how to identify the group or
category that the user belongs to when the user is new to the system [1]. The second
limitation is how to identify the interests and preferences of users within the same group
[1]. The third limitation of the demographic approach is the demographic system works
well when the demographic data is available to the system [1]. But, this kind of data is not
easy to collect [3].
Therefore, few recommendation systems use the demographic approach due to
the limitations of the demographic approach [3]. Moreover, the accuracy of
recommendation systems based on demographic data is less than those recommendation
systems based on content or collaboration filtering [3].
2.2.5 Hybrid Approach
Content-based and collaborative filtering approaches have been widely used in
commercial and research areas. But, they have many limitations mentioned in the previous
sections. Therefore, the hybrid approach has been introduced to avoid the limitations of
the content-based and collaborative filtering approaches [5]. Several recommendation
systems combine two or more approaches to gain better performance and eliminate some
of the drawbacks of the pure recommendation systems approaches [34].
Currently, many recommendation systems combine the collaborative approach
with some other approaches such as content-based approach and demographic approach
[7]. Combining collaborative filtering and content-based approaches is mostly used today
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in the industry [5].
There are different ways to combine collaborative filtering and content-based
approaches [5]:
• Recommendation systems can be developed by implementing content-based and
collaborative filtering methods separately and combining their predictions [35].
• Adding content-based characteristics to collaborative filtering models [5].
• Adding collaborative filtering characteristics to content-based models [5].
• Constructing a general unifying model that incorporates both content-based and
collaborative filtering characteristics [5].
Several studies show that recommendation systems based on hybrid approaches
can provide more accurate recommendations than the pure approaches [5] that are
mentioned above.
2.3 Recommendation Systems based on Association Rule Mining
There are some recommendation systems that use association rules mining
techniques have been introduced in the literature. They are applied to various application
areas in the real world such as e-Learning systems, e-Commerce systems, and course
recommendation systems.
Chellatamilan and Suresh presented an idea for building a recommendation
system for the e-Learning system using Association Rules Mining to provide students
with the best selection of learning materials and e-Learning resources [14]. Their idea is to
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gather data from students using a survey questionnaire in area of educational background,
IT experience, technology accessibility, frequency of their study patterns, demographics
data, etc. In addition, the system analyzes students’ logs of a Learning Management
System (LMS) Moodle. Then, they apply data mining tools such as association rules to
find frequent itemsets. Association rule mining, distance metrics such as Jaccard measure,
and cosine of the angle are used to construct the recommendation system [14]. This
system is required to gather personal and background data from the users in the form of a
survey questionnaire. This is a major step in this system, and it can be considered as a
disadvantage of the proposed recommendation system. Recommendation systems that
require gathering data such as demographic data work well only if the data is available [1].
Thus, failure to provide such data can cause poor recommendations [1].
Our proposed framework does not require gathering information from users,
such as demographic information, in order to provide recommendations which is an
advantage over the system proposed by Chellatamilan and Sures.
Bendakir and Aı¨meur proposed a course recommendation system based on
association rules mining [15]. The system incorporates a data mining process with user
ratings in recommendations [15]. Specifically, the architecture of the system is divided
into two phases: an off-line phase which consists of a data mining process, and an on-line
phase for the interaction of the systems with its users [15]. The off-line phase is used to
extract association rules from the data, and the on-line phase uses the rules to infer course
recommendations [15]. The advantage of this system is to allow the user (student) to
evaluate the previous recommendations, so the system can be enhanced, and the rules are
updated as more evaluations of the previous recommendations are provided by the
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students [15]. But, this system has disadvantages; it does not make use of a student’s
academic background [15]. Additionally, this system was developed to fit a certain
context of recommendation systems, which is a course recommendation system.
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Proposed Framework
In this chapter, we provide the details and description of our proposed
framework. We illustrate the use of the algorithm and how it works on the context of a
recommendation system. Also, we give comparisons of the proposed framework with
other recommendation methods.
3.1 Overview
As we mentioned in the literature review chapter, recommendation systems are
widely used in e-commerce applications. The goal of recommendation systems is to
recommend items to a user. Different approaches of the recommendation systems are
introduced in the literature such as content-based, collaborative filtering, demographic,
and hybrid approaches.
We propose a hybrid recommendation framework that integrates association rule
mining with a content-based approach, based on an assumption that the (User × Item)
space has a large number (e.g., larger than 1000) of users but a small number (e.g., less
than 50) of items. We use the Apriori algorithm [9] to generate a set of association rules.
The Apriori algorithm mines over the frequent sets to discover association rules. The most
important parameters in the Apriori algorithm are minimum support count and minimum
confidence [26]. Generated association rules play an important role in our proposed
recommendation framework, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The diagram of the framework
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3.2 A Hybrid Recommendation Framework
Our proposed framework consists of two parts. The first part is to generate a set
of association rules using the Apriori algorithm. The second part is to apply the generated
association rules to recommend items for a user. Specifically, the proposed framework
addresses the recommendation of Favorite and Non-Favorite items. For Favorite items,
the framework straightly applies the generated association rules to offer recommendations
for the user; for Non-Favorite items, the framework applies a content-based approach to
offer recommendations. Basically, our proposed algorithm considers all the items that are
rated by a user even if the ratings are low. Below is the proposed algorithm:
Algorithm 1 The Proposed Recommendation Framework
Part I: Generate the association rules using Apriori Algorithm
Part II:
for each target user m do
find the items that the user m has ranked before
group the items that the user m has ranked into two classes:
Favorite Items Class (rating of the items >= 3)
Non-Favorite Items Class (rating of the items < 3)
for each item n in the Favorite Items Class do
if the item n is in the associated items then
if the user m has not ranked the item u that is derived from item n then
recommend the associated item u to the user m
end if
end if
end for
end for
for each item k in the Non-Favorite Class do
use the Item-Based approach to find similar items for the target user m
end for
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3.2.1 Association Rule Generation
First of all, in order to apply our proposed algorithm, we first need to obtain the
required association rules via the Apriori algorithm. The inputs of the Apriori algorithm
are: the transactions file, minimum support, and minimum confidence. The transactions
file in our context is basically the ratings matrix as shown in the Table 3.1:
Table 3.1: The transactions file in the form of a binary ratings matrix
User/Item item1 item2 item3 item4 item5 ...... itemn
user1 1 1 0 0 1 ...... 1
user2 0 1 0 1 1 ...... 1
user3 0 0 1 0 0 ...... 0
..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ...... .....
userm 1 0 0 0 1 ...... 0
In the above matrix, 0 means the userm has not yet ranked the itemn. 1 means the userm
has ranked the itemn.
After running the Apriori algorithm, and based on the minimum support and
minimum confidence, a list of strong association rules is obtained. For example, a list of
association rules is shown in the Figure 3.2:
Figure 3.2: Example of strong association rules
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3.2.2 Favorite and Non-Favorite Item Distinction
Once the strong association rules are generated, we will distinguish an item as
either favorite or non-favorite. First, for each userm an array of rated items by the user
will be created. Then, the table will be divided into two classes, Favorite Items and
Non-Favorite Items based on the ratings of the items. Rating of the items >= 3 is
considered Favorite Items, and rating of the items < 3 is considered Non-Favorite Items.
This information can be obtained from original ratings matrix as shown in the Table 3.2:
Table 3.2: The original ratings matrix
User/Item item1 item2 item3 item4 item5 ...... itemn
user1 5 1 φ 3 φ ...... 3
user2 4 1 φ φ 1 ...... 4
user3 φ 3 φ 4 5 ...... 4
..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ...... .....
userm φ 4 5 2 1 ...... 1
The Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 show how the data of each user is organized in the
framework:
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Figure 3.3: Rated items of the user1
Figure 3.4: Rated items of the user2
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Figure 3.5: Rated items of the user3
The next step in our proposed algorithm is for each itemn in the Favorite Items
table, we check if the itemn is in the left hand side of the generated association rules, and
we check if the item itemu that is in the right hand side is not rated by the user. Then, we
can recommend the itemu to the user.
For example, the user1 has given the item1 rating of 5 which is thus classified as
a favorite item, and the item1 is in the left hand side of the generated association rules as
shown in the Figure 3.6:
Figure 3.6: The item1 appears in the left hand side of an association rule
Next, from the favorite items table of the user1, we see that the item3 has not
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rated yet by the user1, and according to our proposed algorithm, we can recommend the
item3 to the user1.
3.2.3 Non - Favorite Items
In the first part of our proposed framework, we evaluate Favorite Items that a
user has seen in the past, and based on those items, the system uses an association rule
mining technique to recommend new items to a user. The second part of the proposed
framework is to address Non-Favorite Items that have been seen by a user. The framework
evaluates those items, and it recommends new items to a user. Note that most current
recommendation systems only address the items that users have highly rated in the past
and recommend similar items to a target user. In other words, the current recommendation
system focus on items that are the favorites of users and generally discards the
non-favorite ones. Our proposed framework overcomes this limitation. For example, in
the context of a movie recommendation, our framework may still recommend an action
movie to a user even though the user has already rated some other action movie as a
non-favorite item.
To implement this part, an item-based approach is used in our proposed
framework. The technique is to find similar items to those items that are considered
Non-Favorite Items. For example, if a user has watched a movie Die Hard I, and she/ he
did not like it. The system will find a similar movie to the Die Hard I and recommend it to
the user. The words that describe an item are the main features to decide the similarity
among items. For example, to decide if two movies are similar to each other, we consider
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the genres of movies such as action, classic, drama etc. In our proposed framework, the
genres of each movie are considered as a vector. The vector represents the genres in
binary values 0 or 1. For example, the movie Toy Story can be represented as a vector with
the following binary values: (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). It means that
the movie Toy Story is an animation, a children, and a comedy movie.
As we mentioned in the literature review chapter, there are different methods that
are used to compute the similarity among items. For example, techniques from
information retrieval such as the term frequency/inverse document frequency are used to
specify the content (keywords) of an item. Specifying the content of items leads to
compute the similarity among those items. In addition, the cosine of an angle and, the
Jaccard coefficient are used to compute the similarity as well.
In our proposed framework, we use Jaccard coefficient to measure the similarity
between two items [32]. The Jaccard coefficient is used to compute the similarity between
two binary vectors, and it is defined in the following formula [21]:
Jaccard(i, j) =
|S(i) ∩ S(j)|
|S(i) ∪ S(j)| , (3.1)
where S denotes the sample set of items i and j.
So, the Jaccard coefficient is defined as the size of the intersection of the sample
sets of the items i and j and is divided by the size of the union of the same sample sets and
items [21]. Since the Jaccard coefficient is used to measure the similarity between two
binary vectors, for simplicity, it can be illustrated in the following formula [22]:
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Jaccard =
M11
M01 +M10 +M11
, (3.2)
where M01 is the number of attributes where object i was 0 and object j was 1, M10 = the
number of attributes where object i was 1 and object j was 0, M00 = the number of
attributes where object i was 0 and object j was 0, and M11 is the number of attributes
where object i was 1 and object j was 1 [22].
3.3 Comparison of our Framework with other Systems
As we mentioned in the literature review chapter, Chellatamilan and Suresh
presented an idea for building a recommendation system for the e-Learning system using
Association Rules Mining to provide students with the best selection of learning materials
and e-Learning resources [14]. Their idea is to gather data from students using a survey
questionnaire in an area of educational background, IT experience, technology
accessibility, frequency of their study patterns, demographics data, etc. In addition, the
system analyzes students’ logs of a Learning Management System (LMS) Moodle. Then,
they apply data mining tools such as association rules to find frequent itemsets.
Association rule mining, distance metrics such as Jaccard measure and cosine of the angle
are used to construct the recommendation system [14]. This system is required to gather
personal and background data from the users in the form of a survey questionnaire. This is
a major step in this system, and it can be considered as a disadvantage of the proposed
recommendation system. Recommendation systems that require gathering data such as
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demographic data work well only if the data is available [1]. Thus, failure to provide such
data can cause poor recommendations [1]. Our proposed framework does not require
gathering information from users, such as demographic information, in order to provide
recommendations which is an advantage over the system proposed by Chellatamilan and
Sures.
Bendakir and Aı¨meur proposed a course recommendation system based on
association rules mining [15]. The system incorporates a data mining process with user
ratings in recommendations [15]. Specifically, the architecture of the system is divided
into two phases: an off-line phase, which consists of a data mining process, and an on-line
phase for the interaction of the systems with its users [15]. The off-line phase is used to
extract association rules from the data, and the on-line phase uses the rules to infer course
recommendations [15]. The advantage of this system is to allow the user (student) to
evaluate the previous recommendations, so the system can be enhanced, and the rules are
updated as more evaluations of the previous recommendations are provided by the
students [15]. But, this system was developed to fit a certain context of recommendation
systems which is a course recommendation. Our proposed framework can fit different
contexts of recommendation systems such as (Student× Course),
(Tourist× V acationP lace), or (Person×Restaurant).
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Experiments
This chapter presents an experimental study of our proposed framework. The
first section describes the experimental setup. The second section presents the experiment
results. The last section summarizes our observation on the experiment results.
4.1 Experimental Setup
4.1.1 Dataset
We use the dataset of MovieLens, provided by GroupLens Research [12]. It is a
public dataset. It consists of 100,000 movies ratings in a scale of 1-5 from 943 users on
1,682 movies. The dataset is already cleaned up. There is no need to preprocess the
datasets. But, we have reformatted the dataset files to fit into our implementation of the
proposed algorithm.
4.1.2 Hardware and Software
This section provides information about the hardware and software that are used
to conduct the experiments.
4.1.2.1 Hardware
• Processor Type: Intel Core i3 CPU
• Processor Speed: 2.53 GHz
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• Available Ram: 4.00 GB
4.1.2.2 Software
In order to generate the association rules, we have used WEKA software [13].
WEKA software provides machine learning algorithms to implement several data mining
tasks. It is open source software.
Figure 4.1: The WEKA interface
Additionally, we used Java with Eclipse IDE [16] to implement our proposed
algorithm, and to write several associated functions.
4.1.3 Validation
In the experiment, we have used five fold cross validation. When the algorithm
generates an associated movie for a particular user, the rating of the movie is predicted by
getting the ratings of the associated movie from other users that they have rated the movie
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and average the ratings.
We measure the accuracy by using two different evaluation metrics:
Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
Mean absolute error (MAE) is a statistical accuracy metric that is used to
measure the average absolute deviation between a predicted rating and the user’s actual
rating of an item [20]. MAE is widely used in evaluating the accuracy of a
recommendation system [30]. MAE can be computed by the following equation:
MAE =
N∑
i=1
|pi − ri|
N
(4.1)
where pi is the predicted rating, ri is the actual rating, and N is the total number of the
ratings.
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)
Shani and Gunawardana [19] state that the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is
perhaps the most popular metric used in evaluating accuracy of predicted ratings in
recommendation systems [19]. It measures the quality of predicted ratings [31]. It can be
computed as the following:
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RMSE =
√√√√√ N∑
i=1
(pi − ri)2
N
(4.2)
4.2 Experiments
In this section, we illustrate the details of the experiments that are done on the
proposed algorithm’s parts which are Favorite Items and Non-Favorite Items, and the
results that are extracted from those experiments.
4.2.1 Experiments on Favorite Item Recommendation
In the generating association rules part, we consider each row in the ratings
matrix (User× Item) as a transaction in order to run the Apriori algorithm and obtain the
association rules. Table 4.1 shows the ratings matrix:
Table 4.1: The rating matrix (User × Item)
User/Item item1 item2 item3 ...... item1682
user1 1 1 0 ...... 1
user2 0 1 0 ...... 1
user3 0 0 1 ...... 0
..... ..... ..... ..... ...... .....
user943 1 0 0 ...... 0
In the above matrix, 0 means, the user1 has not yet ranked the item3. 1 means the user1
has ranked the item1.
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4.2.1.1 The Apriori Algorithm on the Entire Rating Matrix
To apply the Apriori algorithm on WEKA, we need to update the above binary
rating matrix (Table 4.1) to a Boolean rating matrix, as shown in Table 4.2. False means
the movie has not rated yet, and True means the movie has rated by the user.
Table 4.2: Boolean rating matrix (User × Item)
User/Item item1 item2 item3 ...... itemn
user1 True True False ...... T rue
user2 False True False ...... T rue
user3 False False True ...... False
..... ..... ..... ..... ...... .....
userm True False False ...... False
At the beginning of this experiment, we tried to run the Apriori algorithm on the
entire dataset that contains 943 users and 1,682 items. Figure 4.2 shows how the ratings
matrix is entered into WEKA:
Figure 4.2: The rating matrix in WEKA
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The WEKA crashed and failed to produce any association rules due to a lack of
memory issue. The Apriori algorithm scans the database each time that the algorithm
mines over the dataset, and it produces a large number of candidate itemsets [9]. The
Apriori algorithm is not efficient to work on two dimensional space (User× Item) with a
huge number of items in the space. The algorithm takes an insufficient amount of time to
generate the association rules. Additionally, in a machine with a limited memory size and
a huge dimensional space, software like WEKA will not be able to generate the
association rules due to a memory issue.
One solution that we have tried is to reduce the items in the training dataset and
keep the number of users as is. We generated a training dataset with items (movies) that
have been rated by at least 100 users. Thus, the number of items has been reduced from
1,682 to 117. With this dataset, we ran the Apriori algorithm in WEKA software with
parameters of 50 % minimum support count, 90 % confidence, and 50,000 rules. WEKA
crashed, and it was not able to produce the association rules due to a memory issue. To
solve the problem, we reduced the number of rules to 5,000. WEKA was able to produce
the 5,000 association rules. But, the FALSE value dominated the results of the association
rules as shown in the Figure 4.3:
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Figure 4.3: Samples of generated association rules with 117 movies
From the Figure 4.3, we can interpret the rule number one as: If the user has not
rated the movie no. 82, movie no. 95, movie no. 385, and movie no. 568, the user will not
rate the movie no. 161. That means the user is less likely to watch it. This is irrelevant
information, and it is not sufficient enough to use to provide accurate recommendations.
The reason for getting this irrelevant information is because of the sparsity of the
data in the ratings matrix (User × Item). As we mentioned earlier in the literature review
chapter, the total number of ratings is important in the recommendation systems. In order
to provide accurate recommendations, a sufficient number of ratings should exist in the
system [5].
Therefore, and to reduce the rate of sparsity, we generated a training dataset with
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items (movies) that were rated by at least 320 users. This operation produced 12 items,
and the number of users was kept the same 943. WEKA was able to produce 16 rules that
were considered relevant information. The Figure 4.4 shows the association rules that
were generated by the Apriori algorithm in WEKA with parameters of 35 % minimum
support, 80 % confidence:
Figure 4.4: Samples of generated association rules with 12 movies
4.2.1.2 Results
The ratings matrix (User × Item) with 943 users and 12 items (that have been
rated by at least 320 users) has been used in this experiment for all five fold cross
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validation. When the algorithm generates an associated movie (recommended movie) for
a particular user, the rating of the movie is predicted by getting the ratings of the
associated movie from other users who have rated the movie and average the ratings. In
most cases, the computed-predicted ratings will be decimal numbers (e.g. 3.7256), and the
actual ratings that are provided by the users are positive integers. This can cause variation
in the results. Therefore, we have evaluated the results in three different cases:
• Case I: Evaluate the results of the computed-predicted ratings in decimal form directly.
• Case II: Apply the ceiling function to the predicted ratings and evaluate them.
• Case III: Apply the floor function to the predicted ratings and evaluate them.
The Table 4.3 shows the results of the computed- predicted ratings in decimal form:
Table 4.3: Accuracy measured in terms of MAE and RMSE
Fold Cross V alidation MAE RMSE
1st Fold Cross V alidation 0.669324874 0.871004639
2nd Fold Cross V alidation 0.691398246 0.869712575
3rd Fold CrossV alidation 0.815557926 1.037908492
4th Fold Cross V alidation 0.559849015 0.677475326
5th Fold Cross V alidation 0.696621347 0.93701284
Mean 0.6865502804 0.8786227744
The Table 4.4 shows the results after applying the floor function to the
computed-predicted ratings:
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Table 4.4: Accuracy measured in terms of MAE and RMSE (after applying the floor func-
tion)
Fold Cross V alidation MAE RMSE
1st Fold Cross V alidation 0.685106383 0.915586081
2nd Fold Cross V alidation 0.705069124 0.908231684
3rd Fold Cross V alidation 0.84375 1.120825589
4th Fold Cross V alidation 1.516129032 1.616447718
5th Fold Cross V alidation 0.710526316 0.973328527
Mean 0.892116171 1.10688392
The Table 4.5 shows the results after applying the ceiling function to the
computed-predicted ratings:
Table 4.5: Accuracy measured in terms of MAE and RMSE (after applying the ceiling
function)
Fold Cross V alidation MAE RMSE
1st Fold Cross V alidation 0.774468085 1.177809001
2nd Fold Cross V alidation 0.746543779 1.148029769
3rd Fold Cross V alidation 1.11875 1.57916117
4th Fold Cross V alidation 0.602150538 0.789718883
5th Fold Cross V alidation 0.789473684 1.235441536
Mean 0.806277217 1.186032072
Now, we can summarize the results on the following table and chart:
Table 4.6: Evaluation of experiment’s results
Evaluation MAE RMSE
In Decimal Numbers 0.6865502804 0.8786227744
After Applying F loor Function 0.892116171 1.10688392
After Applying Ceiling Function 0.806277217 1.186032072
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Figure 4.5: The results of the evaluation of the three cases
From the chart and table above, it clearly appears that the predicted ratings in
decimal form provide more accurately-predicted ratings.
4.2.2 Experiments on Non-Favorite Items Recommendation
To implement the second part of our proposed framework, we consider the
attributes that describe the item. Each movie is described by its genre. The genre of each
movie represents binary values. Thus, each movie can be represented as a vector. The
Table 4.7 shows how we represent a movie based on its genre:
Table 4.7: The representation of a movie
Movies/Genres Action Adventure Animation .... Western
Movie1 0 1 0 ..... 0
Movie2 1 0 0 ..... 1
Movie3 0 1 0 ..... 1
Movie4 1 1 0 ..... 0
..... ..... ..... ..... ..... .....
Movien 1 0 1 ..... 0
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In the experiment, we had 19 attributes that represent the genres of each movie:
Unknown, Action, Adventure, Animation, Children, Comedy, Crime, Documentary,
Drama, Fantasy, Film-Noir, Horror, Musical, Mystery, Romance, Sci-Fi, Thriller, War, and
Western. For each movie that is in the Non-Favorite Items category of a user, we applied
the Jaccard coefficient to measure the similarity between the movie that was not liked (in
the Non-Favorite Items category) by a user and other movies that have not been seen yet,
and return most similar movies to the user.
4.2.2.1 Results
In this experiment, we have used five fold cross validation, and we used the same
evaluating measures in the Favorite Items part. We repeated the experiment with each
training and test dataset. The predicted ratings of the returned list of similar movies are
computed using the same Favorite Items part. The following tables show the results after
applying the Jaccard coefficient with similarity of 50 % and up among the movies:
Table 4.8: Accuracy measured in terms of MAE and RMSE
Fold Cross V alidation MAE RMSE
1st Fold Cross V alidation 0.8900545064 1.094071759
2nd Fold Cross V alidation 0.953473449 1.148272952
3rd Fold CrossV alidation 0.764562879 0.95668796
4th Fold Cross V alidation 0.784482212 0.992369605
5th Fold Cross V alidation 0.967204261 1.333494909
Mean 0.871955461 1.104979437
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Table 4.9: Accuracy measured in terms of MAE and RMSE (after applying the floor func-
tion)
Fold Cross V alidation MAE RMSE
1st Fold Cross V alidation 1.075396825 1.334820599
2nd Fold Cross V alidation 1.298969072 1.572967515
3rd Fold Cross V alidation 0.842281879 1.139586644
4th Fold Cross V alidation 1.205211726 1.522897975
5th Fold Cross V alidation 1.385135135 1.800900676
Mean 1.161398927 1.474234682
Table 4.10: Accuracy measured in terms of MAE and RMSE (after applying the ceiling
function)
Fold Cross V alidation MAE RMSE
1st Fold Cross V alidation 1.345238095 1.698505412
2nd Fold Cross V alidation 1.020618557 1.282984065
3rd Fold Cross V alidation 1.104026846 1.441242939
4th Fold Cross V alidation 0.973941368 1.206659048
5th Fold Cross V alidation 2.081081081 2.53089024
Mean 1.304981189 1.632056341
Below, Table 4.11 provides the summary of the results of the evaluation of the
Non-Favorite Items part:
Table 4.11: Summary of experiment’s results of Non-Favorite items
Evaluation MAE RMSE
In Decimal Numbers 0.871955461 1.104979437
After Applying F loor Function 1.161398927 1.474234682
After Applying Ceiling Function 1.304981189 1.632056341
The results of the experiment on Non-Favorite Items from the table and chart
above show the predicted ratings in decimal form, which provides more accurate predicted
ratings than the other floor and ceiling functions.
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Figure 4.6: Experiment’s results of Non-Favorite items
4.3 Observations
From the experiments that we have conducted, we observed the following points:
• The Apriori algorithm is not efficient to work on two dimensional space (User × item)
with a large number of items in the space. The algorithm takes insufficient time to
generate the association rules.
• When the item space contains a large number of items, the Apriori algorithm can
generate many association rules that are irrelevant to the user.
• In a machine with a limited memory size and a huge dimensional space, software like
WEKA will not be able to generate the association rules due to the memory issue.
• The proposed algorithm works well and fits on two dimensional spaces (User × item)
with items that are significantly fewer than users. Thus, we can apply our algorithm
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on two dimensional space such as (Student× Course),
(Tourist× V acationP lace), or (Person×Restaurant).
• The computed-predicted ratings as decimal numbers provide more accurately-predicted
ratings.
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Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Conclusion
Our thesis research has proposed a hybrid framework recommendation system to
be applied on two dimensional spaces (User × Item) with a large number of Users and a
small number of Items. Our proposed framework makes use of both favorite and
non-favorite items of a particular user. The proposed framework is built upon the
integration of association rules mining and the content-based approach.
Our proposed framework is divided into two parts: In the first part, we evaluate
Favorite Items that a user has seen in the past, and based on those items, the system uses
association rules mining technique to recommend new items to a user. The second part of
the proposed framework is to consider Non-Favorite Items that a user has seen before, and
apply item-based approach to find similar items to those on the Non-Favorite Items
category.
We have done experiments on the proposed algorithm’s part which are Favorite
Items and Non-Favorite Items, and the results that are extracted from those experiments
show that our proposed framework can provide accurate recommendations to users.
5.2 Future Work
In the first part of our proposed framework, we have to run the Apriori algorithm
on the rating matrix (User × Item) which in most recommendation systems is a sparse
matrix. Running the Apriori algorithm on a sparse matrix can produce many irrelevant
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association rules. The total number of ratings is important in the recommendation systems
to provide accurate recommendations to users. Thus, with a limited number of ratings, the
rating matrix (User × Item) is considered a sparse matrix. Our future work is to find a
certain technique to address the sparsity from the rating matrix. Reducing the sparsity
gives us a less sparse rating matrix which can provide us with relevant association rules
when we apply the Apriori algorithm on it.
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